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Proposal Summary
Experiment Importance
Why is this experiment important for
humankind?
This experiment can help further space
exploration to understand the effects of the
microgravity on the growth of Earthworms.
Ecosystems rely on decomposers as a
building block to break down nutrients for
plants. Earthworms play a role in in an
ecosystem to constantly recycle broken down
organic matter.

Earthworms are crucial to the colonization of a planet due to being a decomposer. They
improve nutrients of the soil and they remove the dead roots, grass, and biotic factors and
break them down. The process of breaking down organic matter to improve the fertility of
the soil and create air pockets. These air pockets are another benefit to the soil because it
allows air flow for the fertility of the soil.
If you find out what could happen to the growth of the earthworm this could possibly help
gain information in the process of colonizing other planets. We will learn how a living
organism reacts when it is growing and changing in microgravity.
We are going to compare the size of the earthworms grown in microgravity to the
earthworm grown in Earth’s gravity. The growth size is a determining factor if earthworms
are able to further space exploration and assist with the colonization of planets as
decomposers are a critical part of an ecosystem.

What is the FME tube? An FME tube is a experiment housing that is airtight and can have three variations. It can have no
clips, one clip, or two clips. Our experiment requires a Type 3, which has two clips.

The Reason
We are proposing to study the effects of
microgravity on decomposers because if we
are to explore other planets we are hopeful
that decomposers can grow and live to bring
the benefits.
With the experiment, we will gain more
information about the growth of an
Earthworm in microgravity.

Special Handling Requirements During Transportation
FME will be refrigerated from Burleson TX. to NASA with a temperature of at least 40℉ to match
the experimental test on the ISS. It will also need to be refrigerated on its return to Burleson TX
from NASA. We will follow the same experimental process with the control test on Earth.
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Proposed Results
In our earthbound test of refrigerated
Earthworm cocoons, we noticed that the growth
of the earthworms is delayed. The unrefrigerated
cocoons hatched from their cocoons a few weeks
ahead of the refrigerated. We hypothesize the
the same will happen in a microgravity
environment. The refrigeration will most likely
act like a hibernation period until they reach
ambient temperature aboard the ISS. We feel
that the growth of the Earthworms from the
cocoon stage will match
We hypothesize the the same growth rate will
happen in a microgravity environment. The
earthworms grown in gravity and microgravity
will be similar.
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